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ABSTRACT: Cloud computing is the latest technology in
both hardware and software. The cloud computing archi-
tecture offers a number of services including the SAAS,
PAAS and IAAS. When customers specify their techni-
cal and economic needs, cloud computing helps them
satisfy their request at the lowest possible cost and the
best quality of resources. This paper presents a new ap-
proach for resource allocation (RA) in cloud computing.
Its architecture is based on multi-agent system (MAS)
and distributed constraint satisfaction problems (DCSP)
where variables and constraints are distributed among
multiple agents. In MAS, each agent makes his choice
via a distributed negotiation to satisfy the global objec-
tive which is looking for the best solution to the users’
needs. The present work highlights a new approach that
is based on hybridizing (DCSP) and (MAS). This decen-
tralized approach is designed to solve a number of prob-
lems such as resource allocation and planning cloud-com-
puting systems.
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1. Introduction

Cloud computing is a type of parallel and distributed sys-
tem. It consists of a collection of interconnected and
virtualized computers which are dynamically presented
as one or more unified computing resources [1]. The cloud
provides the following services: infrastructure as a service
(IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS) or software as a
service (SaaS) [2] [3] [4].

In cloud computing environments, the assignment of com-
putational resources is known as resource allocation (RA).
Its main goal is to maximize the benefits of the provider to
meet the user needs. To obtain an optimized solution for
RA is a complex task as it increases exponentially with
the increase of the number of exciting resources and ser-
vices offered [5].

This work aims to introduce an agent paradigm [6] and
constraints satisfaction problems (CSA) [7]. The multi-
agent based negotiation distributes autonomous problem
solvers that can act and collaborate flexibly and self-in-
terestedly among each other [8], [9], [10]. Also, the dis-
tributed CSPs (DCSPs) are CSPs in which variables and
constraints are distributed between agents [11].
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The present work is divided into five main sections. The
first section is an introductory section. It defines the cloud
and its services and the RA problem and the agent prob-
lem. Previous research works as related to the subject of
this paper are briefly covered in the second section. Sec-
tion three is devoted to present our approach, which is
followed by experimental results in section four. The final
section presents the concluding remarks and future per-
spectives.

2. Related Works

The importance of software agents as significant tools for
recourses autonomous management in the cloud is re-
viewed in [12]. In the process of achieving service-level
agreements (SLAs), drawbacks occur in the selection of
suitable CSPs when the proper decision is left to the cus-
tomers, providers, and proper negotiations. On the other
hand, mobility in the cloud is reviewed in [13]. Further the
authors propose mobile agents for middleware framework.
This sounds fine but it fails to address the same less
migration of resources in cloud environment.

Nurmi et al [14] propose a Eucalyptus which is an open-
source cloud computing framework for the creation of a
virtual machine (VM). The drawback of this work lies in
developing resource control in a hierarchical manner.

In [15], Farahnakian et al suggested an architecture based
on multi-agent systems for dynamic VM consolidation.
The authors split the problem of dynamic consolidation
into sub-problems namely host status detection and VM
placement optimization. The advantage of this work is to
use the reinforcement learning (RL) approach in the
optimisation process. Another agent, known as a global
agent, has a supervisory role. It receives information from
another local agent and takes the decisions for the mi-
gration of VMs.

In [16], Beloglazov and Buyya introduced an adaptive heu-
ristic for dynamic consolidations of VMS based on adap-
tive threshold mechanism.

In [17], authors presented a three-way admission control
and schedule mechanism. It involves Cloud users, a SaaS
provider and public IaaS to minimize the number of pro-
viders’ expenditure and improves users experience in uti-
lizing cloud resources.

In [18] Farahnakian et al, offer a VM management frame-
work which is based on multi-agent system (MAS). Their
work has made a positive result in reducing Service Level
Agreement (SLA) violations and power consumption, but
it has a negative result in having agents arranged in hier-
archical architecture.

In [19], Garg et al, proposed optimal policies that con-
sider a number of energy efficiency factors which change
from the data center to another depending upon location,

architectural design, and management system.

The work of You et al. [20] suggested techniques that
make use of virtualization space for RA. They introduce
the resource allocation strategy based on market (RAS-
M) framework. Although the model is based on the mar-
ket economy, it seeks a redistribution of resources as a
function of market prices.

The works of Sriram et al. [21] and Chandak [22] com-
bined the planning of virtual resource with forecasting the
use. They use techniques which are based only on in-
stantiating, stopping and migrating virtual nodes. Both
works do not exploit the latest possibilities offered by vir-
tual technology such as the modification of virtual ma-
chine resources in execution time.

Table 1 sums up the advantages and disadvantages of
resource allocation related works. In light of the results
shown in the table, we conclude that these works have
two common problems: the underutilization and fragmen-
tation of resources. Although authors have proposed cer-
tain mechanisms and methods to solve these problems,
their works still have some weaknesses (Table 1).

To solve these problems, our approach (in section 3) for
RA is based on extending and distributing the resources
allocation process at the micro-level in the cloud system
and makes hybridization between more techniques to gain
more advantages.

3. Our Approach for RA

In this section, we present the design of our approach
and give its behaviour.

3.1 System Objectives
In this work, we focus on three challenges of cloud re-
source allocation:

• Submission of Customer Cloudlets in VMs: This pro-
cess consists of a selection of the Virtual machines (VMs)
that allow submitting (run) cloudlets according to their
resource requirements (ram, storage, processor, band-
width, …). We notice that VM could submit more than
one cloudlet.

• Hosting (placing) of VMs on hosts: Once the Cloudlets
have submitted by selected VMs, we have to place every
free VM (which has not hosted yet) in the host that pro-
vides the least price, low load and available resources.

• Optimization of Hosted VMs: Preserves free resources
and prevents the overload of the hosts by migrating (re-
placing) some hosted VMs from the overloaded hosts to
under load hosts.

3.2 Resource Allocation System Architecture
The approach of our architecture is shown in Figure 1.

The functions of various layers are:
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No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Advantages

Autonomous management of recourses.

Mobility in the cloud.

Open source platform.

Use AI methods such as reinforcement learning
(RL) approach.

Positive in reducing Service Level Agreement
(SLA) violations and power consumption.

Dynamic consolidations of VMS based on
Adaptive heuristic.

Minimizing of providers expenditure.

Change from data center to another depending
upon location.

The model was based on market economy.

It combines the planning of virtual resource with
forecasting the use.

Disadvantages

Customers and providers select the suitable
CSPs and make proper decision.

Migration of resources in cloud environment.

Hierarchical resource control.

Some agents need critical information from other
local agents.

Hierarchical architecture.

Add adaptive threshold.

Improve users experience in utilizing cloud re-
sources.

Hierarchical architecture.

It seeks a redistribution of resources as function
of market prices.

Does not exploit the modification of VM re-
sources in execution time.
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Table 1. Summary for the advantage and disadvantages RA works

Figure 1. Resource allocation system architecture
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Customer Layer:
In this layer, the system focus to cloud customers and
their requests, which are cloudlet and its budget (CL,
$).The response can be one of three choices: Yes, No or
Negotiable (the cost solution is more than the budget).
In the third choice, the system negotiates with the client
to increase his cloudlet’s budget.

Mediation Layer:
This layer contains a free VMs list. The broker agent
(BA) manages the use, performance and delivery of cloud
resources. The layer functions as a mediation between
Baselayer and cloud consumers.

Base Layer:
It contains data center agents (DCA), Host agents (HA)
and agents(HOffA: for any host in-state OFF). In this layer,
the main processes are Ordonnance and Optimization.

The ordonnance operation is looking for the best resource
allocation for the customer request in two levels:

Figure 2. Relationships between DCA and HA

Local (between HA agents in the same datacenter) and
External (between DCA agents of the cloud). Further, the
optimization operation aims at optimizing the VMs host-
ing in physical hosts to reduce the runtime and power
consumption.

The relationship between DCA and HA agent is shown in
Figure 2:

3.3 DCSP Modulation
In this section, the DCSP problem is formulated. Vari-
ables and constraints are distributed to multiple agents.
Each agent in MAS makes its proposal plan (solution) by
using distributed negotiation and satisfying its constraints.
Details on the main ideas of the approach are discussed
in the next sections.

The various variables and constraints are identified. After
that, Scenario of computing is painted accordingly.

3.3.1 Define Variables

Variable

D

H

P

V

Vj

SVj

MigVj j’

Definition

Number of Datacenters

Number of the hosts in Datacenter

Number of Processors in the host

Number of virtual machines

set of VMs hosted in the host J.

Sub set of VMs hosted (in the host J) selected to execute a set of cloudlets.

Sub set of VMs hosted (in the host J) selected to be migrated to the host J’.

Domain

Naturel Number

Naturel Number

Naturel Number

Naturel Number

{V1, … ,Vj,… Vv}

{SV1, … ,SVj,… SVv}

{V1, … ,Vj,… Vv}
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C

DC

Host

PE

VM

PEV

CL

Host (ram)

Host(bw)

Host(Storage)

Host(nbr_pe)

Host(state)

Host(mips)

Host(used_mip)

Host(mips_load)

Host(Cost_ON)
.
Host(Cost)

Host(oldCost)

Host(newCost)

Host(mips_price)

Pe(mips)

VM(size)

VM(ram)

VM(bw)

VM(nbr_pe)

VM(mips)

CL(length)

Number of cloudlets

Datacenter

Host_j in DC_i

Processor in the host

Virtual machine

Processor in Virtual machine

Cloudlet

Size of ram of the host

Bandwidth of the host

Size off the hard disc of the host

Number of Processors in the host

state of the host

Sum of Capacities of Processors of the host

Sum of Capacities of the Processors used by virtual machines hosted in the
host

The energy of the host, the Capacity of Processors used in accordance to
the total capacity of Processors of the host.

Cost of initial exploitation of the host

Cost of the host: Cost total of the Capacities of the Processors used in the
host.

Cost of the host before the optimization

Cost of the host after the optimization

Unit price of mips in the host

Capacity of the Processor

V? hard disc Size

Size of the ram

Bandwidth of the VM

Number of Processors in VM

Sum of Capacities of the Processors of the VM

Size of the program of CL

Naturel Number

{dc1, … , dci,… dcd}

{Host11, … ,Hostij,… Hostdh}

{Pe11, … , pejk,… pehp}

{vm1, … , vml,… vmv}

{Pev11, … , pevlk,… pevvp}

{cl1, … , clm,… clc}

Naturel Number

Real number

Naturel Number

Naturel Number

{ON, OFF}

Real number

Real number

Real number (%)

Naturel Number

Naturel Number

Naturel Number

Naturel Number

Real number, obtained from
proposed model for every
host

Real number

Naturel Number

Naturel Number

Real number

Naturel Number

Real number

Real number
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Real number

Real number

Naturel Number

Real number

Real number

Real number

Real number (DA)

Real number (DA)

Real number (DA)

%

%

Matrix [CX3]

@IP, nom de domain, …

Real number (DA)

Naturel Number

Total size of files of CL

Size of the result of the execution of CL

Max number of Processors of CL

Capacity of the Processors of Cl

Sum of customer request’s mips

The Cost of utilization of the capacity of the Processors in the host (mips)

The Cost of the capacity of the Processors in the host (mips) à used by
cloudlet

The max Cost of cloudlet.

The total Cost of the solution and all the set of cloudlets

The Min value of the energy in the optimized host

The Max value of the energy in the optimized host

Shared space E to facilitate the exchange of the resources between the
host agents in the same datacenter

The Host that is going to execute the cloudlet m

The proposed prix by the cloudlet m

The Number of the hosts that has been validated the solution E(Clm, Host)

CL(fithe size)

CL(output size)

CL(nbr_pe)

CL(mips)

Dem(mips)

Cost

Cl(Cost)

Cl(budget)

Sol(Cost)

minLoad

maxLoad

        E

E(Clm, Host)

E(Clm, mipsprice)

E (Clm, Counter)

Table 2.  Defining the set of the variables

3.3.2 Constraints Identification
 Constraint 1 : For a virtual machine accepts to run a

set of M cloudlets:

∑ m =1 (Clm (length) + Clm (outputsize)) ≤ VMl (ram)
M

(1)

∑ m =1 Clm (filesize ≤ VMl (storage)
M

(2)

∑ m =1 Clm (bw) ≤ VMl (bw)
M

(3)

∑ m =1 Clm (mips) ≤ VMl (mips) (4)
M

Where:

Clm (mips) =  CL (length) * CL (nbr_pe) (5)

VMl (mips) =  ∑ k =1 PEVlk [mips] (6)
p

 Constraint 2: A virtual machine is already running a
set of Mcloudlets. To allow run a new cloudlet M’:

Clm′ (length) +∑ m =1 Clm (length) + Clm (outputsize) ≤ VMl
(ram)

M

(7)

Clm′ (filesize) +∑ m =1 Clm (filesize)  ≤ VMl (storage)
M

(8)

Clm′  (bw) +∑ m =1 Clm (bw)  ≤ VMl (bw)
M

Clm′  (mips) + M

(9)

∑ m =1 Clm (mips) ≤ VMl (mips) (10)

and m′¬ ∈ [1, M].

     Constraint 3 : For a host, J accepts to host a set of
V virtual machines:

∑ l =1 VMl (ram) ≤ Hostj (ram) (11)V

∑ l =1 VMl (storage) ≤ Hostj (storage) (12)V

∑ l =1 VMl (bw) ≤ Hostj (bw) (13)V
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∑ l =1 VMl (mips) ≤ Hostj (mips) (14)V

where

Hostj (mips)  = ∑ i =1 PEi (mips)P
(15)

     Constraint 4: A host J already hosts a set of V
machines. To accept the hosting of new virtual machine l’
(free VM or VM to migrate):

and l′ ¬ ∈ [1, V].

VMl′ (ram)  + ∑l =1 VMl (ram) ≤ Hostj (ram)      (16)
V

VMl′ (storage)  + ∑ l =1 VMl (storage) ≤ Hostj (storage)     (17)V

VMl′ (bw)  + ∑  l =1 VMl (bw) ≤ Hostj (bw)      (18)V

VMl ′ (mips)  + ∑ l =1 VMl (mips) ≤ Hostj (mips)
     (19)

V

     Constraint 5:  We use a shared space E to facilitate
the exchange of resources between the HA and ensure
the best cost for each cloudlet. So, the constraint of se-
lecting the HAj as  the best host to run the cloudlet m:

E (Clm′ Host) ≡  Hostj (20)

E (Clm′ mipsprice ≡  Hostj (mipsprice) (21)

∀ i ∈ [1, C], Ε (Cli′ counter) ≡  H (22)

     Constraint 6: After selecting a host J at a minimal
cost, we reduce the number of VMs chosen SVj to run the
set of cloudlets. So, the best choice for host J is:

∀SVj, |SVj| ≤ |Vj| (23)

bestsolution = min (SVj) (24)

     Constraint 7: Optimizing the load of a host: We say
a host j (which hosts a set of N virtual machines) is opti-
mized if it satisfies the following constraint:

minload ≤  Hostj (mipsLoad)  ≤ maxload (25)

     Constraint 8: To optimize a host j by consolidation
we use another hostj’:

Hostj (mipsLoad)  ≤ minload (26)

Hostj (mipsLoad)  + Hostj′ (mipsLoad)  ≤ maxload (27)

Note:  We launch the optimization process in the case of
a change of the state of a host to ON, or the case of
release of a virtual machine (ie: end of execution of all

cloudlets of this VM).

     Constraint 9 : To optimize a host j by balancing the
load using another host  j ′:

Hostj (mipsLoad)  ≥ maxload (28)

 (mipsLoad)  + MigVj j′(mips) ≤ maxload (29)

Hostj (newCost)  + Hostj′ (newCost) ≤ Hostj (oldCost) +
Hostj’ (oldCost) (30)

     Constraint 10: For a solution to be valid for a cloud-
let, his Cost must not exceed the budget proposed by
the client:

Sol(cost) ≤ CL (budget) (31)

Scenario of Computing
 BA broadcasts the customer request to DCA agents.

 Every DCA forwards the request to any HA who is in
ON state.

 HA agents negotiate and collaborate in order to es-
tablish the best local solution in datacenter level.

 Initial Step:  We create the shared space between
HA agents in the same datacenter

E (Clm′ mipsPrice )  =  MaxDouble

E (Clm′ Host )  =  null

E (Clm′ Counter)  = 0

 Every Agent Host J looking for the possibility of ex-
ecuting each cloudlet, by the procedure Ordonnance
(Hostj)

Procedure Inform (Hostj, Hostj’ , Clm)
Hostj send a message « replacement of Clm»
to Hostj’
for all Cli confirmed by Hostj’do
CancelConfirmation(Hostj, Cli)
end
Ordonnance (Hostj’)
end.

Procedure Confirm(Hostj, Cli)
E(Clm, mipsPrice) ++
end.

Procedure CancelConfirmation(Hostj, Cli)
E(Clm,mipsPrice) --
end.
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Example:

Host mipsPrice Counter NB

Cl1 null MaxDouble        0

Cl2 Null MaxDouble        0

Cl3 Null MaxDouble        0

Cl4 Null MaxDouble        0

H = 3 hosts

Procedure Ordonnance (Hostj)

for all Clm dans l’espace E doif ∃∃∃∃∃ VM ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ Hostj that satisfies C2 and
Hostj(mipsPrice)< E(Clm, mipsPrice) thenifE(Clm, Host) ‘“ null  thenHostj’ = E(Clm,Host)
Informe (Hostj , Hostj’ , Clm)
end
E(Clm, Host) = Hostj
E(Clm, mipsPrice) = Hostj(mipsPrice)
end

Confirm(Hostj , Clm)end.

• In the end of the procedure Ordonnance, any HA that verifies the constraint C5’ send his solution proposals to DCA.

H2 (mipsPrice=150, cl1, cl2, cl4)

Host mipsPrice Counter Note

Cl1 H1 100     2

Cl2 H1 100     2

Cl3 Null MaxDouble     2

Cl4 H2 150     2

H1 (mipsPrice = 100, cl1, cl2)

Host mipsPrice Counter NB

Cl1 H1 100 1

Cl2 H1 100 1

Cl3 Null MaxDouble 1

Cl4 Null MaxDouble 1
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Host mipsPrice Counter           Note

Cl1 H3 50       3

Cl2 H1 100       3

Cl3 H1 100       3

Cl4 H3 50       3

Host mipsPrice Counter Note3

Cl1 H3 50 1 Info H1 about Cl1

Cl2 H1 100 1

Cl3 Null MaxDouble 1

Cl4 H3 50 1 Info H2 about Cl4

H3 (mipsPrice = 50, cl1, cl4)

Host mipsPrice         Counter Note

Cl1 H3 50 2

Cl2 H1 100 2

Cl3 H1 100 2

Cl4 H3 50 2

Info H3, H1, Cl1 H1 (mipsPrice = 100, cl3, cl4)

Info H3, H2, Cl4  H1 (mipsPrice = 100, cl3)

Host mipsPrice Counter Note

Cl1 H3 50 3            C5 verf

Cl2 H1 100 3            C5 verf

Cl3 H1 100 3            C5 verf

Cl4 H3 50 3            C5 verf

• In order to establish the best solution in cloud level, DCA
agents share their local solutions (given from local HA
agents) and negotiate between them to choose the best
solution (best cost) for each cloudlet.

•  After the negotiation, DCA agents send their chosen solu-
tions to BA and confirm their HA  solution proposals.

• Each HA receives the confirmation and verifies the con-
straint C6.

•   BA receives the response from DCA.

•  If there is no solution for any cloudlet of the demand
then BA selects a set of new VM and affect the cloudlets
to them and start the procedure HostingNewVMs.

•  else, BA executes the affected cloudlets according
to the solution, and broadcasts the rest of cloudlets
(not affected) to DCA agents as new request.
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Cl1 Cl2 Cl3 Cl4 Cl5 Cl6 Cl7 Selected VMs

SV1J VM1 VM2 VM3 VM4 VM5       VM6      6 VMs

SV2J        VM2 VM6                 VM5                 VM6      3VMs

SV3J                       VM5                    VM3      2 VMs

the min(SVj) ≡ SV3J  the number of selected VMs is 2

Table 3. Selected VMs

Procedure Hosting New VMs

 BA broadcasts a request of hosting a set of new VM
to DCA agents.

 Every DCA forward the request to any HA who is in
ON state.

 HA agents negotiate and collaborate in order to es-
tablish the best solution and satisfy the constraint C4.

 HA agents send their solution proposals to DCA.

 In order to establish the best solution in cloud level,
DCA agents share their local solutions (given from local
HA agents) and negotiate between them to choose the
best solution (best cost) for each VM.

 After the negotiation, DCA agents send their chosen
solutions to BA.

 If there are some VMs that don’t have solution then,
DCA creates HOffA agents and broadcasts to them a
request of VM Hosting.

 HOffA  agents negotiate and collaborate in or-
der to establish the best solution and satisfy the con-
straint C3.

 HOffA agents send their solution proposals to DCA.

 DCA agents share their local solutions and negotiate
between them to choose the best solution and send it to
BA.

 BA launchprocessing () procedure checks of the
constraint C10 with every cloudlet.

4. Simulation Experiments and Results

We use Cloudsim platform (Rodrigo N., Rajiv, Anton,
Rose, & Rajkumar, 2011) as simulation tool for our ex-
periment. In this experiment, the applied algorithms are
First Fit algorithm (FF Algo) and Election Algorithm (Elec
Algo) which is based on our approach that requires SMA
and DCSP Implementation. As shown in results, we made
comparisons between (FF Algo and Elec Algo) taken into

Procedure Processing ()
for all CLdo
|   if CL ∉ solution then
|   |  send NO to the customer
|   else
|   |  if solution satisfies C10 then
|||send YES to the customer
||  else
|||
|   |  |   send to the customer a Negotia-
tion request to change
|   |  |   the budget, in order to satisfy
C10
|   |   end
| end
end
BA apply the solution and confirm the DCA
agents by his decision.
End.

Procedure Optimization ()
for all Hostj doesn’t satisfy C7 do
|   if ∃ Hostj’ satisfies  C8 then
||Migrate all VMs from Hostjto Hostj’
  |   else
  |   |  ifHostj(mipsLoad) ≥ maxLoad then
|||set Hostj marked
  |||     while ∃  Hostj’ has not been
marked do
||||set Hostj’ marked
||||   if ∃  MigVjj’  doesn’t satisfy C9then
|| ||| Migrate all VMs in MigVjj’ fromHostj to Hostj’
  |    |   |     |  end
  |    |   |   end
|||   cancel the marking of all Hostj
  |    |   end
| end
end.

consideration the following characteristics: average Sys-
tem energy, Cost, Cost gain and use Constraints.
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Figure 3. Number of Requested cleoudlets by time

Figure 4. Average of energy consumption by number of requested cloudlets for each algorithm

Figure 5. The cost for each algorithm
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Figure 6. Evolution of cost Gain by DCSP using

The main objective of our algorithm is to find solutions
with low cost and low energy consumption in data cen-
ters. Figure 4 showed that the average energy consump-
tion by our algorithm is lower than FF Algorithm. This
interprets the reduction of the cost of our Algorithm in
Figure 5.  Also, The figure 6 illustrates the benefit of using
DCSP and its positive impact on the cost gain.

5. Conclusion

Results show that the possibility of including new para-
digms in RA mechanisms without affecting its performance
has become possible. Furthermore, experiments show
that the use of DCSP beside MAS creates a new para-
digm that can be used efficiently in solving the problems
related not only to RA but also to plan the system of
cloud computing.

For future works, we are looking forward to studying more
cloud computing problems like scalability and extending
this approach to other paradigms in scheduling and opti-
mizing other procedures such as search algorithms, arti-
ficial intelligence and machine learning processes.
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